II. METHOD

A. Vigenere Cipher
Vigenere cipher is one of the best in the polyalphabetic cipher group which uses a matrix of 26 by 26 Caesar cipher shift [5] . This algorithm is also very popular because it is easy to understand and to be applied. Vigenere cipher uses a table as a guide to simplify the encryption process. The Vigenere cipher table contains the alphabet where the first line is the alphabet of the plaintext while the first column is the alphabet of the key. To find out the results of encryption only need to draw lines in the rows from the plaintext and columns from the key. The intersection of the two lines represents the ciphertext letter. For example, as in Figure 1 , which is the process of encrypting plaintext with the alphabet T and key I. When a line is drawn from the two alphabets, the intersection is in alphabet B so that B can be expressed as ciphertext.
For example, plain text "indonesiaadalah negara" with keyword 'mobil'". If the key length is shorter than plaintext so the key must be repeated at encryption. So, it becomes like this:
Plain text: indonesiaadalahnegara Key: mobilmobilmobilmobilm The same way that is to draw a line between the plaintext and the key so that the intersection is obtained. The results of all the encryption are:
Plaintext : indonesiaadalahnegara Key: mobilmobilmobilmobilm Ciphertext: UBEWYQGJILPOMISZSHICM
The encryption and decryption process of Vigenere Cipher in formulated in mathematical equations. Suppose the key is used along m then k1, k2, k3, …., km, plain text is the sequence of alphabets p1, p2, p3, ….,pm, and ciphertext is sequence of c1, c2,…., cm. Key, plaintext, and ciphertext are satisfied by equation below [6] :
C= ek(c1, c2, …, cm) = (p1+k1, p2+k2, …., pm+km) mod 26 (1) P= dk(p1, p2, …, pm) = (c1-k1, c2-k2, …., cm-pk) mod 26(2) Another way to perform Vigenere cipher is by mapping all of the alphabets into an index [7] as seen in Table i . For the encryption process, change the key and plaintext as Table 1 . Use additive operation for index key and plaintext. If plaintext is longer than key, the repeat the key for the additive process. Last, convert the result of the additive process into alphabet as seen in Table 1 . For example: 
B. Affine Cipher
Affine Cipher is an algorithm of the monoalphabetic cipher. This algorithm maps each alphabet with one other alphabet and vice versa for the decryption process. Affine cipher combines multiplicative and additive cipher with a pair of keys. The first key is used for multiplicative cipher while the second key is used for additive cipher [8] . The first key and the second key are numbers. The two keys are distributed between the sender and receiver. Mathematic model of the encryption process can be formulated as follows:
C=((Pxk1)+k2)mod n (3) where : C = ciphertext P = plaintext k1 = first key k2 = second key n = the number of alphabet Equation (3) shows that there are two processes in encryption namely the alphabet plaintext multiplied by the first key. The results are then added to the second key. The modular process with mod n where n is the number of the alphabet, which is 26. So that equation (3) can be rewritten as equation (4).
C=((Pxk1)+k2)mod 26 (4) The decryption process is the reverse process of encryption so that it can be defined mathematically like equation (5) . (6) In the decryption process there is a modular multiplicative inverse of k1 -1 mod 26 in Figure 2 . Modular multiplicative inverse can be formulated as: 1≡k1.k1 -1 mod 26
Equation (7) can be fulfilled if k1 and n are coprime [6] . 
C. Proposed Method
This research focuses on the application of encryption using Vigenere cipher an Affine cipher. In addition, the encryption and decryption process are simulated with MATLAB. With the Affine cipher implemented, the encryption and decryption process is more complex. The relationship between plaintext and ciphertext will be hiding. It makes it difficult to find the text by ciphertext statistical analysis. In addition, it will be very difficult to determine the key because it is difficult to find the relationship between the key and the ciphertext. Materially, the proposed method can be written as equation (12) for the encryption process: The decryption process follows the equation (13):
1≡fk1.fk1 -1 mod n (15) where : Ci = C1, C2….Cm (Ciphertext) pi = p1,p2….pm (Plaintext) fki = fk1,fk2….fkm (First key stream) ski = sk1,sk2….skm (second key stream) fki -1 mod n = modular multiplicative inverse the workflow of the combination of the two algorithms can be seen in the pseudo-code below: 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we will explain about the experimental scenario. The first experiment was to simulate data encryption using Vigenere cipher. The plaintext used is longer than the key length. The plaintext used is the word "cryptography" and the used key is the word "two". Because the key length is shorter than the length of the plaintext, the key will be repeated for the encryption process. The details can be seen in the process below: Plaintext From the results of the encryption process with the vigenere method it can be seen that when there are two letters "y" and the encryption results show the same ciphertext which is the letter "y". Likewise with the letter "p" which appears repeatedly 2 times, the ciphertext becomes the letter "s". The results of ciphertext like this can make it easier for intruders or man in the middle attack to do a cryptanalyst because this method cannot hide the relationship between plaintext, key, and ciphertext.
For the second experiment, we have simulated the combination of Vigenere cipher and Affine cipher with Matlab. The result can be shown in figure 3 . In the first simulation, the plaintext is "aan", first keystream is "one" and second keystream is "dua". This algorithm will begin encryption start from first character (plaintext, first key, and second key) then second character (plaintext, first key, and second key) and so on. Encryption process begins with multiplicative cipher between first character of plaintext "a" International Journal of Artificial Intelligence & Robotics (IJAIR) E-ISSN: 2686-6269 Vol.1 No.1, 2019, pp.26-32 and first key "s". We did the multiplicative by changing the character into index as seen in Table II and Table III . Then, the result of multiplicative process is enciphered into additive cipher with second key. Finally, we get the encrypted character of "a", that is character "d". The decryption process is following equation (14). For example, decryption process of character "d" which is first key = "s" and second key="d". In decryption process, we also have to change the character into index for easy calculation. The first step in solving the modular implicative inverse of second key's index. The second step is subtraction between index ciphertext character "d" and first key index. From the results of the encryption it can be seen that there is a letter "a" which is repeated, but the results of the ciphertext are different. The first letter "a" produces the ciphertext letter "d" while the second letter "a" produces the ciphertext the letter "u". The results of this ciphertext show that a combination of Vigenere cipher and Affine cipher can hide the relationship between plaintext, key, and ciphertext. Even though the letters plaintext are the same, they can produce different ciphertext. This can make it difficult for intruders to decipher ciphertext.
In the third simulation, we used the plaintext "cryptography". The first keystream is southwest Asia and the second keystream is Indonesia Jaya. With these keys, we get ciphertext "srpnqaqcajwi". In this simulation not just encrypt the plaintext, we also simulate the decryption process. The input of the decryption process is the ciphertext "srpnqaqcajwi" with the same pair of keys as an encryption process. Figures 4 and 5 show that the simulation works well. This paper also uses cryptanalysis to find how to secure this method. Cryptanalysis is a process to break a cipher in illegal decryption [9] . The cryptanalysis process uses Cryptool 2.1. With that tool, we can input the ciphertext and the tool will analyze the plaintext. In this case, Vigenere Analyzer is implemented. Figure 4 shows that with Vigenere Analyzer could not break the ciphertext. When we input the ciphertext, the output isnot plaintext. Another cryptanalysis that we use is Analysis Monoalphabetic Substitution. This analysis coud not break the ciphertext in Figure 6 . 
IV. CONCLUSION
Vigenere cipher is a famous algorithm of polyalphabetic cipher with simple calculations. This algorithm has weaknesses that can be detected easily by intruders because the algorithm is simple and needs improvement for complex algorithms. This paper proposes combining Affine cipher and Vigenere cipher to produce more complex algorithms. The ciphertext of this combination algorithm produces different alphabet in the same plaintext alphabet. By result and cryptanalysis, this method is more secure than before. It was proofed by the cryptanalysis process with Vigenere analyzer and Monoalphabetic Substitution, and the cryptanalysis could not break the plaintext.
